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2.3 MICROMETER INSTRUMENTS 

 The word ‘micrometer’ is known by two different meanings. The first is as a unit 

of measure, being one thousandth of a millimetre. The second meaning is a hand-held 

measuring instrument using a screw-based mechanism. The word micrometer is believed 

to have originated in Greece, the Greek meaning for this word being small. The first ever 

micrometer screw was invented by William Gascoigne of Yorkshire, England, in the 17th 

century and was used in telescopes to measure angular distances between stars. The 

commercial version of the micrometer was released by the Browne & Sharpe Company 

in the year 1867. Obviously, micrometer as an instrument has a long and cherished history 

in metrological applications. There have been many variants of the instrument, and 

modern industry makes use of highly sophisticated micrometers, such as digital 

micrometers and laser scan micrometers. A micrometer can provide better least counts 

and accuracy than a vernier calliper. Better accuracy results because of the fact that the 

line of measurement is in line with the axis of the instrument, unlike the vernier calliper 

that does not conform to this condition. This fact is best explained by Abbe’s principle, 

which states that ‘maximum accuracy may be obtained only when the standard is in line 

with the axis of the part being measured’. 

 There is always some lack of straightness of the beam, and the jaws may not be 

perfectly square with the beam. With continuous usage and wear and tear, the jaws will 

develop more and more play (Play refers to uncontrolled movements due to slip of one 

part over the other.) because of repeated sliding movements. Therefore, a certain amount 

of angular error, will always be present. This angular error also depends on how far the 

line of measurement is from the axis of the instrument. The higher the value of this 

separation h, the greater will be the angular error. We can therefore conclude that the 

degree to which an instrument conforms to Abbe’s law determines its inherent accuracy. 

2.3.1 WORKING  

As we know the micrometer has wide application in all fields of science during 

different scientific experiments and   in engineering to measure the values of finest 

objects up to higher precision and accuracy so for better understanding and to ensure the 
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appropriate use of micrometer, firstly we must have to know its mechanism and basic 

parts, construction and main function. 

So, we discuss here all the basic parts of micrometer and the main function of these 

parts in order to make proper use and avoid measurement errors. The typical micrometer 

that’s used normally is called outside micrometer so following are its parts. 

 

Fig. 2.19 Micrometer 

[source: https://www.mechanicalmeasuring.com/micrometer-parts-main-function/] 

 

2.3.2 PARTS OF A MICROMETER 

2.3.2.1 C-Frame: 

➢ It’s a c shaped frame as identified in the picture, is a rigid part that has both holding 

points for a job or object to be measured. Its size depends on micrometer measuring 

range so size of c frame increases as range expands to bigger. 

➢ Its main function is to provide basic structure of a micrometer in which stationary 

anvil located at one end and moveable spindle slides inward or outward trough 

other end of C-frame. 

2.3.2.2 Zero adjust screw: 

➢ It’s a screw located back end of anvil shown in figure. As name shows it is to 

correct or adjust the zero error of micrometer if there is some error found before 

the measurement during test. 

 

 

 

https://www.mechanicalmeasuring.com/micrometer-parts-main-function/
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2.3.2.3 Anvil: 

➢ As discussed above it is a small stationary cylindrical part of micrometer located 

in far end of c-frame and acts as one holding point for measuring objects. So we 

can say it’s a one of rigid measuring and holding point of micrometer. 

2.3.2.4 Spindle: 

➢ A cylindrical long part which is mounted through all other parts sleeve, lock nut 

and thimble. It is moveable part and has a connection with ratchet as we rotate the 

ratchet clockwise or counter clockwise the spindle slides out or inward to adjust it 

with compare to measuring object size. 

2.3.2.5 Anvil Face and Spindle Face: 

➢ Faces of both anvil and spindle which are opposite to each other are the measuring 

points of micrometer and hold the measuring object collectively. 

2.3.2.6 Lock nut: 

➢ As we know the mechanism of micrometer based on precision ground threads of 

spindle so the lock nut works as stationary nut for this mechanism, so rotation of 

this mechanism into lock nut controls the spindle movement. 

2.3.2.7 Sleeve: 

➢ It’s a barrel type cylindrical part which mounted on spindle and is main scale of 

micrometer because main scale is engraved on the sleeve. Thimble rotates around 

that sleeve and spindle. Its main function is indication of reading in millimeter in 

case of imperial micrometer. 

2.3.2.8 Thimble: 

➢ Thimble is also mounted on spindle and a scale is engraved around its perimeter 

of thimble. Scale of thimble is to show the measurement value in fraction. 

2.3.2.9 Ratchet: 

➢ It’s a knurled thumb gripe to rotate the spindle into desired direction for measuring 

process, provided with ratchet action to avoid over tightening of micrometer across 

the measuring object and also ensures equal pressure force of each measurement. 

 

 

https://www.mechanicalmeasuring.com/micrometer-screw-gauge/
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2.3.3 Outside Micrometer 

 

Fig. 2.20 Outside micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-100] 

 

It consists of a C-shaped frame with a stationary anvil and a movable spindle. The 

spindle movement is controlled by a precision ground screw. The spindle moves as it is 

rotated in a stationary spindle nut. A graduated scale is engraved on the stationary sleeve 

and the rotating thimble. The zeroth mark on the thimble will coincide with the zeroth 

division on the sleeve when the anvil and spindle faces are brought together. The 

movement of the screw conforms to the sets of graduations. The locknut enables the 

locking of the spindle while taking a reading. The ratchet ensures a ‘feel’ while taking a 

reading and prevents application of excessive force on the job. The ranges of micrometers 

are normally 0–25, 25–50, or 0–50 mm. The maximum range of micrometers is limited 

to 500 mm. 

A micrometer is made of steel or cast steel. The measuring faces are hardened to 

about 60– 65 HRC since they are in constant touch with metallic jobs being measured. If 

warranted, the faces are also tipped with tungsten carbide or a similar material to prevent 

rapid wear. The anvil is ground and lapped to a high degree of accuracy. The material 

used for thimble and ratchet should be wear-resistant steel. 

Micrometers with metric scales are prevalent in India. The graduations on the 

sleeve are in millimetres and can be referred to as the main scale. If the smallest division 

on this scale reads 0.5 mm, each revolution of the thimble advances the spindle face by 

0.5 mm. The thimble, in turn, will have a number of divisions. Suppose the number of 
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divisions on the thimble is 50, then the least count of the micrometer is 0.5/50, that is, 

0.01 mm. The below Figure shows how the micrometer scale is read when a job is held 

between the anvil face and the spindle face. 

 

Fig 2.21 Reading an outside micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-101] 

 

In this example, the main scale reading is 8.5 mm, which is the division 

immediately preceding the position of the thimble on the main scale. As already pointed 

out, let us assume the least count of the instrument to be 0.01 mm. The 22nd division on 

the thimble is coinciding with the reference line of the main scale. Therefore, the reading 

is as follows: 

8.5 + 22 (0.01) mm = 8.72 mm 

Thus, a micrometer is a simple instrument to use. However, there are two 

precautions to be observed while reading a micrometer. The thimble must be read in the 

correct direction. 

The other precaution concerns the zero position on the thimble. When passing the 

index line on the main scale, there is a chance to read an extra 0.5 mm. This is caused by 

the fact that the next main scale graduation has begun to show but has not yet fully 

appeared. This is avoided by being careful to read only full divisions on the barrel. 

Assuming that these simple precautions are adhered to, a micrometer has many 

advantages over other linear measurement instruments. It has better readability than a 

vernier scale and there is no parallax error. It is small, lightweight, and portable. It retains 

accuracy over a longer period than a vernier calliper and is less expensive. On the flip 

side, it has a shorter measuring range and can only be used for end measurement. 
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2.3.4 Guidelines for Use of Micrometers 

 1. Before placing the micrometer on the job being measured, bring it near the 

desired opening. Do this by rolling the thimble along the hand but not by twirling. Hold 

the micrometer firmly with one hand, and use the feel of the hand to ensure that the axis 

of the micrometer is perpendicular to the reference plane of the job. Close the micrometer 

using the ratchet stop until it disengages with a click. 

 

Fig 2.22 Vernier micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-103] 

2. Even though a micrometer can be locked in position by tightening the clamp ring 

(locknut) and used as a snap gauge for inspection purposes, it is not basically designed 

for this role. Locking the spindle movement and forcing the measuring faces over the job 

result in sliding friction, which accelerates wear on the contact surfaces as well as on the 

micrometer screw. 

 

Fig 2.23 Vernier micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-103] 
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3. The locknut is a memory device. It retains the reading so that it can be read in a 

convenient position. However, avoid tightening the locknut when the spindle is 

withdrawn. Doing so will injure the clamping mechanism. 

4. It is not wise to buy a micrometer that does not have a controlled force feature. 

Excessive force while closing the measuring faces over the job will result in rapid wear 

and tear of the instrument. A ratchet stops acts as an overriding clutch that holds the 

gauging force at the same amount for each measurement regardless of the differences in 

manual application of force. 

5. While measuring the diameter of a cylindrical part, rock the cylinder to find the 

maximum opening that provides the desired feel. 

6. Do not expect the micrometer to guarantee reliable measurement if it is (a) dirty; (b) 

poorly lubricated; (c) poorly adjusted; or (d) closed too rapidly. 

7. At the end of each day, the micrometer should be wiped clean, visually inspected, 

oiled, and replaced in its case to await the next use. 

2.3.5 TYPES OF MICROMETER 

2.3.5.1 Disk micrometer 

 It is used for measuring the distance between two features with curvature. A tooth 

span micrometer is one such device that is used for measuring the span between the two 

teeth of a gear. Although it provides a convenient means for linear measurement, it is 

prone to error in measurement when the curvature of the feature does not closely match 

the curvature of the disk. 

 

Fig 2.24 Disk micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-102] 
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2.3.5.2 Screw thread micrometer 

 It measures pitch diameters directly. The anvil has an internal ‘vee’, which fits 

over the thread. Since the anvil is free to rotate, it can accommodate any rake range of 

thread. However, interchangeable anvils need to be used to cover a wide range of thread 

pitches. The spindle has a conical shape and is ground to a precise dimension. 

 

Fig 2.25 Screw thread micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-102] 

 

2.3.5.3 Dial micrometer 

 The dial indicator fixed to the frame indicates the linear displacement of a movable 

anvil with a high degree of precision. It is especially useful as a comparator for GO/NO-

GO judgement in mass production. The dial micrometer normally has an accuracy of 1 

µm and repeatability of 0.5 µm. Instruments are available up to 50 mm measuring 

distance, with a maximum measuring force of 10 N. The dial tip is provided with a 

carbide face for a longer life. 

 

Fig 2.26 Dial micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-102] 
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2.3.5.4 Blade micrometer 

 The anvil and spindle faces are in the form of narrow blades and useful for 

measuring narrow grooves, slots, keyways, and recesses. The blade thickness is around 

0.75–1 mm. The spindle does not rotate when the movable blade is moving along the 

measuring axis. Due to the slender nature of the instrument and non-turning spindle 

working against a rotating screw, it is vulnerable to rapid wear and tear and needs careful 

use and maintenance. 

 

Fig 2.27 Blade micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-102] 

 

2.3.5.5 Universal micrometer 

 It has interchangeable anvils such as flat, spherical, spline, disk, or knife edge. It 

is called universal because of its modular design. The micrometer fitted with the required 

accessories can function as an outside micrometer, a depth micrometer, a step 

micrometer, etc. 

2.3.5.6 Digital Micrometer 

 The ‘multifunction’ digital micrometer is becoming very popular in recent times. 

The readings may be processed with ease. The push of a button can convert a reading 

from decimal to inch and vice versa. Any position of the spindle can be set to zero and 

the instrument can be used to inspect a job within a specified tolerance. The instrument 

can be connected to a computer or a printer. Most instruments can record a series of data 

and calculate statistical information such as mean, standard deviation, and range. The 

instrument is recommended to be used along with a stand for ease of measurement. The 

spindle is made of stainless steel and measuring faces are carbide tipped for a longer life. 
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A locking clamp ensures locking of spindle at any desired setting. A constant and low 

measuring force is ensured by the thimble mechanism. An LCD screen displays the 

reading with absolute linear scale with simple digimatic data collection for personal 

computer (SPC) data output. An easy push button control is provided to choose the 

various functions of the instrument. 

 

Fig 2.28 Digital Micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-104] 

2.3.5.7 Inside Micrometer Calliper 

 

Fig 2.29 Inside Micrometer Calliper 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-105] 

 

The inside micrometer calliper is useful for making small measurements from 5 to 

25 mm. In this instrument, unlike a regular micrometer, the axis of the instrument does 

not coincide with the line of measurement. In addition, unlike the outside micrometer 

where there is a surface contact between the job and the instrument, the contact between 

the job and the instrument is line contact. The nibs, as the contacts are called, are ground 
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to a small radius. As a necessity, this radius has to be smaller than the smallest radius the 

instrument can measure. Therefore, all measurements are made with line contacts. 

One complete rotation of the thimble moves it by one division on the barrel scale. 

A locknut can be operated to hold the position of the movable jaw for ease of noting 

down a reading. While taking measurements, it needs to be rocked and centralized to 

assure that the axis of the of measurement. This makes the instrument prone to rapid 

wear. It is therefore needless to say that the instrument needs to be checked and calibrated 

regularly. 

2.3.5.8 Inside Micrometer 

 

Fig 2.30 Inside Micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-106] 

 

This instrument perfectly complies with Abbe’s law. The axis of an inside 

micrometer is also its line of measurement. It is useful for measuring the inside diameter 

of cylinders, rings, and other machine parts. The inside micrometer set has several 

accessories, which have to be assembled together for taking the readings. The main unit 

is the measuring head, which has a thimble that moves over a barrel, same as in the case 

of an outside micrometer. Graduated scales are provided on the barrel and thimble, which 

give readings up to an accuracy of 0.01 mm, but with a limited range.  

The rear end of the measuring head has a contact surface, whereas extension rods 

of various lengths can be fitted to the front end of the measuring head. A set of extension 

rods are provided with the instrument to cover a wide range of measurements. The rod 

ends are spherical and present nearly point contact to the job being measured. A chuck 

attached to the spindle facilitates the attachment of extension rods. Using a particular 
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extension rod, the distance between contact surfaces can be varied by rotating the thimble 

up to the range of the micrometer screw. Higher diameters and distances can be measured 

using longer extension rods. 

2.3.5.9 Depth Micrometer 

 

Fig 2.31 Depth Micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-107] 

 

An alternative to vernier depth gauge is the depth micrometer. In fact, most shop 

floor engineers vouch for its superiority over vernier depth gauges because of its greater 

measuring range, better reliability, and easier usability. One peculiarity of this instrument 

is that it reads in reverse from other micrometers. Looking from the ratchet side, a 

clockwise rotation moves the spindle downwards, that is, into the depth of the job being 

measured. Therefore, the entire barrel scale is visible when the tip of the measuring rod 

is in line with the bottom surface of the base.  

As the measuring rod advances into the depths, the thimble will move over the 

barrel scale. Reliable measurements of up to 0.01 mm are possible with this instrument. 

The bottom flat surface of the base butts over the reference plane on the job, and the 

micrometer scale directly gives the depth of the measuring rod tip from the reference 

plane. The head movement of the depth micrometer is usually 25 mm. Inter-changeable 

measuring rods, similar to an inside micrometer discussed in the previous section, provide 
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the required measuring range for the instrument. Measuring rods of up to 250 mm length 

are used in a standard set. 

2.3.5.10 Floating Carriage Micrometer 

 

Fig 2.32 Floating Carriage Micrometer 

[source: “Engineering Metrology & Measurements”, N.V. Raghavendra., page-107] 

A floating carriage micrometer, sometimes referred to as an effective diameter 

measuring micrometer, is an instrument that is used for accurate measurement of ‘thread 

plug gauges. Gauge dimensions such as outside diameter, pitch diameter, and root 

diameter are measured with the help of this instrument. All these dimensions have a vital 

role in thread plug gauges, since the accuracy and interchangeability of the component 

depend on the gauges used. To reduce the effect of slight errors in the micrometer screws 

and measuring faces, this micrometer is basically used as a comparator. 

The carriage has a micrometer with a fixed spindle on one side and a movable 

spindle with the micrometer on the other side. The carriage moves on a finely ground ‘V’ 

guide way or an antifriction guide way to facilitate movement in a direction parallel to 

the axis of the plug gauge mounted between the centres. The micrometer has a non-rotary 

spindle with a least count of up to 0.001 or 0.002 mm. The instrument is very useful for 

thread plug gauge manufacturers, in gauge calibration laboratories (established under 

NABL accreditation), and in standard rooms where in-house gauge calibration is carried 

out. 


